Message:
As the wife of a retired Navy Chief, I am disturbed at how the current administration is demonizing our valuable military members, to include Representative Escobar, who, unfortunately, has not done enough for our military. Instead of helping U.S. citizens who are currently homeless & on the streets—of which many are veterans— the current administration panders to ILLEGAL crossings of Haitians and Mexicans (NOT Cubans, though). And, Escobar has LIED repeatedly about the current crises— to include the border crisis and the supposed vetting that occurred with the Afghans who were ushered into Ft. Bliss not too long ago after the disaster in Afghanistan occurred 29 days ago. Thoroughness has not been a top priority in this current administration; in fact, a female soldier was raped by a group of Afghans, whom were “indeed” properly vetted. But, this tragic story has not been in the mainstream media, as it does not benefit the Biden administration. So, it is my opinion that Ft.Bliss should not only remain a part of El Paso but that true leadership and representation would be afforded to all our military, instead of playing the political theater of a humanitarian to Haitian and Mexican ILLEGAL crossings, while homeless U. S. Citizens remain on the streets.

Thank you for the opportunity for our input!